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Addressing (Inter)national Security Need

To develop and implement new measurement 
and data collection technologies and 
infrastructure to improve DHS' situational 
awareness and understanding of the structure, 
dynamics and vulnerabilities of the physical and 
logical topologies of the global Internet.

 
Macroscopic insight into what we have built...
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Technical Approach

•Integrate 6 strategic measurement and analysis 
capabilities:
•new architecture for continuous topology measurements 
(Archipelago, or “Ark”),
•Topology analysis techniques, e.g., IP alias resolution
•dual router- and AS-level graphs,
•AS taxonomy and relationships,
•geolocation of IP resources, and
•graph visualization.

http://www.caida.org/funding/cybersecurity/
http://www.caida.org/projects/ark/
http://www.caida.org/projects/ark/statistics/

http://www.caida.org/funding/cybersecurity/
http://www.caida.org/projects/ark/
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 Archipelago (Ark) 

•CAIDA’s measurement 
infrastructure
•Built on decade 
of achievements, from 
SIGCOMM to MOMA 
•Launch 12 Sept 2007
•46 active IPv4 probers

• 16 in US

•12 active IPv6 probers
•collaborators can run vetted 
measurements on security-hardened platform
•publish analyses of views from individual monitors
•support for meta-data mgt, analysis, and infoviz

approach
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 Nugget of CAIDA's Internet mapping 

•Archipelago provides a unique enabling 
infrastructure, featuring the Miranda tuple space, 
that supports researchers with an environment for 
easy development and rapid prototyping of 
experiments across a widely distributed set of 
dedicated resources (monitors). Ark coordination 
facilities also enable ease of data transfer, indexing, 
and archival. 

“operating system” for Internet measurement
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Benefits to S&T

•Improve critical national capabilities:
•situational awareness for homeland security purposes
•internet measurement, analysis and inference techniques
•topology mapping: annotated AS+router graph
•geolocation technology assessment
•empirical basis for federal communications policy

•Address network science crisis
•scalability in system management, monitor deployment, 
measurement efficiency, resource utilization
•flexibility in measurement methods
•let researchers spend less time on non-research
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Insights enabled 

• Probing technique performance comparison (w/.nz)

• Vulnerability assessment: ingress filtering (w/NPS)

• Internet topology mapping: IP alias resolution    
• compare performance and accuracy of known alias 

resolution techniques used at Internet scale
•  enhancements: (APAR++), MIDAR (radargun++)
• combine techniques (iffinder, kapar, ally, MIDAR) → 
• MAARS: most accurate complete IP-to-router mapping
• while others still saying it's impossible, AMS2009
• daunting challenge as always: remains validation
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 2010 technical (infra.) accomplishments

• 46 monitors active, 12 probing Ipv6

• IPv4 topology data 
• 3.123TB data served by PREDICT, data.caida.org
•  Sep 2007 to July 2010 (35 months):

• 7.8B traceroutes; 1K cycles
• per month:  350M traceroutes; ~140 GB data 
• key input to, e.g., AS links and alias resolution
• Each team collects traces  from 9.1 million /24s

• IPv6 topology data
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 Ark monitors/data over time
• 
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 2010 technical accomplishments
• AIMS2 workshop report → CCR 

•  AS-level & router-level graph “ITDK” (Jan,Apr,Jul)
      http://www.caida.org/data/active/internet-topology-data-kit/

• Dual AS-router graph (June)
• Preliminary dual graph PAM 2010 paper

http://www.caida.org/publications/papers/2010/as_assignment/

• Tool to calculate topology statistics – topostats (Feb)
  http://www.caida.org/tools/utilities/topostats/

• Supporting software: mper, Marinda, MIDAR, kapar

• AS Rank revival

http://www.caida.org/data/active/internet-topology-data-kit/
http://www.caida.org/publications/papers/2010/as_assignment/
http://www.caida.org/tools/utilities/topostats/
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Internet Topology Data Kit (ITDK)

• Two router-level topologies
1)optimized for accuracy: 

MIDAR+iffinder, 
highest confidence aliases with low false positives.

2)optimized for completeness: 
adds kapar results, 
more alias coverage, more false positives (inflating 
routers)

● Data files: routers, links, router-to-AS mappings, DNS

http://www.caida.org/tools/measurement/midar/
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Topology Data Architecture

IPv4
topology

AS links

DNS
names

IPv6
topology

router
topology

AS
relationships

AS-router
dual graph

BGP
AS links

work in progress

existing workflow

AS graph with routers
resolved inside ASes
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Data: Internet Topology Data Kit 
(ITDK)

http://www.caida.org/tools/measurement/midar/
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Data: IPv4 Routed /24 Topology

● ongoing large-scale topology measurements
● ICMP Paris traceroute to every routed /24 (9.1 million)

● ~ 138.7 /8-equivalents of routed space (Aug 2010)
●  10.1% increase since Oct 2009
● more routed space than unrouted space in IPv4 

● running scamper (Matthew Luckie, U. Waikato)

● dynamically assign measurements to teams
● 3 teams active
● 15/16-member team probes every /24 in 2-3 days at 100pps

● only one monitor probes each /24 per cycle (=one pass through all /24’s)
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Alias Resolution

● goal: collapse observed interfaces into routers

● earlier at CAIDA: iffinder, kapar (APAR++)
● past year: MIDAR (Radargun++)

● two interfaces on same router respond in similar way
● IP ID values in responses can be used as fingerprints to 
find aliases
● IP ID is a 16-bit value in the IP header normally used for packet 

fragmentation and reassembly
● Two interfaces on same router probed closely in time will return 

similar IP ID values; over time, similar time-series.
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Alias Resolution: myths?

// Unfortunately, faithfully mapping interface IP addresses to routers is 
a difficult open problem known as the IP alias resolution problem [51, 
28], and despite continued research efforts (e.g., [48, 9]), it has 
remained a source of significant errors. While the generic problem is 
illustrated in Figure 2, its impact on inferring the (known) router-level topology 
of an actual network (i.e., Abilene/Internet2) is highlighted in Figure 3 -- the 
inability to solve the alias resolution problem renders in this case the inferred 
topology irrelevant and produces statistics (e.g., node degree distribution) 
that have little in common with their actual counterparts...

In view of these key limitations of traceroute, it should be obvious that 
starting with the Pansiot and Grad data set, traceroute-based 
measurements cannot be taken at face value and are of no or little 
use for inferring the Internet's router-level topology. //  

''Mathematics and the Internet: A Source of Enormous Confusion and Great Potential”, 
http://www.ams.org/notices/200905/rtx090500586p.pdf                                                      
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MIDAR Approach

●Monotonic ID-based Alias Resolution (MIDAR) is 
our extension of the RadarGun approach

• Monotonic Bounds Test: for two addresses to 
be aliases, their combined IP ID timeseries 
must be monotonic

• sliding window for scalable probing
• 4 probing methods: TCP, UDP, ICMP, "indirect" 
(TTL expired)

• multiple monitors
• stages: estimation, discovery, elimination, 
corroboration
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MIDAR Elimination Stage
● potential alias set found in 
Discovery stage: 378 IPs, 977 
suspected pairs
● Testing pairwise not scalable, 
necessary, or always possible.

● Instead probe subsets [colors in 
graph], such that most addresses 
belong to only 1 subset
● Probe a subset in parallel 
● Covers all pairs with, e.g., 411 
timeseries instead of 1954.
● More efficient, reduces chance of 
rate limiting

Examples of bridges
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MIDAR Results

input address
monotonic address
Possible pairs

Shared pairs after
Discovery stage
 

Final results
•Shared pairs
•Routers
•Addresses on routers

1.12 M
0.99 M
486 G

1.63 M
 

0.433 M
69 k
189 k

1.50 M
1.20 M
724 G

4.00 M
 

1.36 M
108 k
383 k

1.90 M
1.44 M
1038 G

5.49 M
 

1.67 M
121 k
426 k

2010-01 2010-04 2010-07
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Eliminating false positives in iffinder

• Iffinder: UDP probe to address A, 
response from B → A,B aliases.

• More vantage points reveal 
more pairs. 

• A -> B: probe was sent to A, and 
the response came from B.

• graph suggests likely clusters 
(routers) and bridges (false)

• MIDAR confirms this intuition:
• red: not aliases per MIDAR
• green: are aliases per MIDAR
• grey: MIDAR can't test

• other meta-data (e.g. DNS) 
helps validate
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Eliminating false positives in iffinder

•To identify false positives 
[without MIDAR], we apply the 
"responder cluster" algorithm.
• Clusters of addresses that respond 
from each other (blue) → assume 
routers
• For other addresses, if its 
responders share a cluster (green) → 
cluster.
• If responders in different clusters 
(red), separate
• All "bridges" that are false 
according to both intuition and 
MIDAR are also classified as false by 
this algorithm.
• Conservative (discards aliases), 
which yields combined 
MIDAR+iffinder "high-accuracy" 
router-level graph
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Statistics Pages

• per-monitor analysis of IPv4 topology data

www.caida.org/projects/ark/statistics/
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AS dispersion 
by AS hop

687k
traces

AS hop

sea-us monitor
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AS dispersion by IP hop

IP hop sea-us monitor
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AS dispersion by IP hop: see load balancing

sea-us monitor
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Statistics Pages

•work in progress: RTT plotted by country
• geolocate destinations with NetAcuity
• color each country by median RTT of destinations
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view
from

ams-nl
Netherlands
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view
from

she-cn
China
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view
from

cmn-ma
Morocco
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Chinese monitor (top) shows IP load balancing over many hops; 
Chilean monitor (bottom) many fewer IP hops to other ASes.
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AS Rank

• Autonomous Systems rank by “customer cone”
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AS Rank
• Tabular views of individual ISP info, rank, degree, 

customer cone size, customers, peers, and 
providers

Ranking

Customers, providers, and peers
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AS Rank visualization
●Graphical view of customers, providers and peers.
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AS Rank validation
●Interface to provide corrections to relationships.

Disclaimer: We show these corrections as examples of the interface not as 
actual corrections received by TeliaNet Global Network.
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Geolocation Tools Comparison

•  Geolocation Service Evaluation Criteria
• What geographic granularity does it provide?
• Continent, country, state/prefecture, city, zip code.
• What Internet identifier granularity does it support?
• Internet Protocol (IP) address, network prefix, 

Autonomous System (AS).
• Does the accuracy of the results vary by geographic 

region or by type of network?
• With what frequency does a service update its 

database?
• How many queries per second can clients execute?
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Geolocation Tools Comparison

•  Geolocation tools we hope to evaluate
• Digital Envoy's Netacuity
• MaxMind

• Free and commercial versions

• Akamai
• Google
• IP2Location
• Quova
• IPligence 
• HostIP.info
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Schedule, Planned activities

•1-2 monitors/month
•IPv4, IPv6 topology data
•Continue to release and refine ITDK
  http://www.caida.org/data/active/internet-topology-data-kit/

• Will publish alias resolution study 
•Visualization (in support of)
•Validation against ground truth 
•AIMS 2011
•Begin work on BGP data coupling to Ark
•AS Rank
•Geolocation Tools Comparison
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